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    Illustrated 

Dictionary of  

Lacemaking 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The list of entries for Cassell’s Illustrated Dictionary of 

Lacemaking, written 1990-1996, was compiled by listing the 

references in the indices of lace books available at the time. It was 

not until writing my All about making—Geometrical Bucks Point 

Lace and All about making—Floral Bucks Point Lace that it 

became apparent how many Bucks Point terms were missing, and 

hence the need for this supplement. Compiling this supplement 

also gives the opportunity for including a few other terms. 

 

Since the terms indicated by * have already been defined in 

Cassell’s Illustrated Dictionary of Lacemaking and the reprint 

Salex Illustrated Dictionary of Lacemaking it is unnecessary to 

include them here.  
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USING THIS DICTIONARY 
 

e.g. 1 

folded gimp  (Regency) A double gimp frequently used in  REGENCY BUCKS and 
indicated by a single line passing through the clothwork. 

 

        The entry is shown in bold. 

 

 The category, type of lace etc. follows the entry and is bracketed. 
 

e.g. 2 

bridge A pair crossing two gimps without twists between the gimps. See also 

BRIDGE*. 

 

Terms indicated by * are defined in Cassell’s Illustrated Dictionary of 

Lacemaking and its reprint Salex Illustrated Dictionary of Lacemaking.  
 

e.g. 3 

modified honeycomb stitch See HONEYCOMB STITCH (MODIFIED). See also SIMU-

LATED HONEYCOMB STITCH. 

 

        Words and phrases printed in SMALL CAPITALS are described under the re-

ferred entry. In this case the description for ‘modified honeycomb stitch’  is 

to be found under  ‘HONEYCOMB STITCH (MODIFIED)’.  
 

See also printed in italics indicates that the entry ‘MOVING SIMULATED HON-

EYCOMB STITCH’  to which it refers, contains further information about the 

entry ‘modified honeycomb stitch’ or an alternative use of the word(s). 
 

e.g. 4 

extra pair  (1) See ADDING PAIRS*,  (2) the pair lying on the gimp when CARRY-

ING PAIRS ALONG A GIMP*. Also called spare pair, surplus pair. See also MOVING 

PAIRS BETWEEN AREAS. 

 

(1) and (2) refer to two different meanings of the word, different processes 

for achieving the same result or the two processes may be from different 

branches of lacemaking or regional differences in the use of the term etc.  
 

e.g. 5         

honeycomb stitch (modified) When a pair from a HONEYCOMB STITCH crosses 
the gimp to work a stitch requiring a stronger tension, as in cloth stitch and work-

ing the footside, it is modified to prevent it from being stretched i.e. cloth stitch, 

twist twice, pin, half stitch, twist (figure a) or cloth stitch, twist twice, pin, cloth 

stitch, twist twice (figure b).  
 

 

        The ‘a & b’ refer to the diagrams illustrating the entry. 
 

e.g. 6 

laying pairs along/on a gimp See CARRYING PAIRS ALONG/ON A GIMP*. 

 

        Two words separated by a slash are alternatives, e.g. ‘along’  and ‘on’. 
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adding in pairs to work in two 

directions (bobbin) See LAYING PAIRS 
ACROSS. 

adding a pair  

to be left out   

adding a pair across a gimp (bobbin) 
Sometimes the new pair is hung over a 

GIMP* and included as a PASSIVE PAIR* 

at the start or end of a row or used as 

workers.  

adding a pair to be left out (bobbin)  
At the end of the row a pair is added 

by slipping them onto the WORKERS* 

and then the next row is worked. The 

new pair is left out before the 

following row is completed.  

angling pins (bobbin) Imperfections in 
a PRICKING* may be compensated for 

by angling the pins.  

back stitching the nook pin (Bucks 
Point) A NOOK PIN* may be used twice 

to prevent unsightly gaps forming next 

to it.  See also NOOK PIN*, NOOK PIN 

WORKED TWICE. 

c  

angling pins  

back stitching  

the nook pin  

beetle (Regency Bucks) see REGENCY 
BEETLE. 
 

binding on a gimp (bobbin) When a 
HONEYCOMB RING* is adjacent to a 

filling a gap in the FILLING* may occur 

adjacent to the side of a honeycomb 

ring. Thus, the pair leaving the ring 

from the upper stitch on that side has 

nowhere to make a stitch before 

returning to make the lower stitch on 

that side.  

adding a passive pair across a gimp  

a 

b 

    

A 

    

B 

adding a worker pair across a gimp  

asymmetrical spider gimp (bobbin) 
See WINDSWEPT SPIDER 
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black holey  

black holey (Bucks Point) The form of 
Bucks Point consisting mainly of large 

irregularly shaped honeycomb rings, 

t r ad i t i ona l l y  mad e  i n  b l ac k 

GRENADINE*. The large rings usually 

have a STAY supporting the corner of 

the ring facilitating the movement of 

bobbins from one side of the ring to 

the other. When worked in black, 

‘clothwork’, if present, was usually 

worked in half stitch.  

black lace/thread (general) When 
black thread is used the ‘clothwork’ is 

usually worked in half stitch and a pale 

pricking with red indicators is used. 

 

bridge (general) A pair crossing two 
gimps without twists between the 

gimps. See also BRIDGE*. 

 

bringing pair back into work 
(general) When a pair laid along a 

gimp is released from that gimp to 

work the pattern. See also CARRYING 

PAIRS ALONG A GIMP*   

bunching pairs  

bunching pairs (Bucks Point) 
Generally considered a poor technique 

for working valleys, it can produce a 

very neat finish for a bookmark. The 

pair exiting the work to STACK in the 

VALLEY works a cloth stitch with the 

inner passive pair. The remaining 

HEADSIDE PASSIVES except the edge 

pair are placed between the two worker 

threads, and then the workers make a 

cloth stitch with the edge passives 

before making the picot. The picot pair 

works back with making one cloth 

stitch, the remaining passives except 

the inner pair pass between the threads 

of the picot pair and a cloth stitch is 

made with the last passive pair. 

Alternatively, after making the picot 

the picot pair works back making cloth 

stitches through two pairs (not 

illustrated). 

by-passing the nook pin (Bucks 
Point) When the gimp passes through 

passive pairs before encountering the 

nook pin these pairs are usually left 

untwisted. If the gimp passes back 

through them, usually without twisting 

between the gimps, these passive pairs 

are said to by-pass the nook pin.  

binding on a gimp  

by-passing  

the nook pin  
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(c) casting off 

along a  

diagonal 

footside   

(b) A variation on this theme is to throw 

out the second and third threads from 

the inner edge of the passives. Since 

these threads are from different pairs the 

finish is stronger. 

 (c) Another variation. After making up 

the edge stitch, the workers cloth stitch 

through the EDGE PASSIVES and pairs a 

and b are thrown out as above. 

casting off along a diagonal footside 
(bobbin) (a) STACK the surplus pairs as 

for working into a valley. If the passive 

pairs increase beyond an acceptable 

number throw out the inner pair from 

subsequent rows. 

(a) casting off along   

a diagonal footside   

(b) casting off along   

a diagonal footside   

casting off at a point with a picot 
(bobbin) Reduce the HEADSIDE 

PASSIVES* to three pairs each side and 

work the picot at the point. Remove 

most of the pins, leaving only 

sufficient each side of the end point to 

support the lace and trim the gimps 

and the pairs thrown back. Push all 

remaining pins, except one either side 

of the join, right down to the pricking. 

Now turn the pillow through 180° so 

that the lace is upside down and, 

keeping the bobbins in order, bring the 

bobbins through the gap between the 

PICOT PIN at the point and the pin on 

the other side from that that made the 

last picot. The edge passives will be on 

the outside close to the pins, and the 

pair that made the picot in the centre. 

Working in order from the outer edge, 

take one thread from each side and tie 

a reef knot, the last two knots being 

made with the threads from the PICOT 

PAIR and the inner pair of passives 

from the other side.  

casting off at a point with a picot  

    

C 

throw out these pairs  
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casting off gimps (bobbin) After 
completing the area within the gimps 

pass the gimps through the pairs until 

they cross. Then, without twisting any 

of the pairs, take each gimp through 

another two pairs.  Lay the gimps back 

over the pillow and twist the pairs 

according to the next section. 

casting off 

gimps  

casting off along a horizontal picot 

edge (bobbin) Work as for CASTING 
OFF ALONG A DIAGONAL EDGE. 

casting off along a  

horizontal picot edge 

central passives (very fine Bucks) The 
pair that travels between the two gimps 

of a very fine Bucks stem. 

closed  

Regency ring   

cloth and 

twist vein  

continuing the weave   

closed Regency ring (Regency Bucks) 
Within an area of cloth stitch, a gimp 

surrounding group of stitches, usually 

three stitches in three consecutive 

rows. 

cloth and twist vein (Regency Bucks) 
When the workers meet between the 

gimps they work twist, cloth and twist, 

pin, cloth and twist. See also 

HONEYCOMB VEIN.  

double gimp honeycomb bar (black 
holey)  A honeycomb bar with two 

gimps running through it, having 

stitches between the gimps and down 

either side. See also SINGLE GIMP 

HONEYCOMB BAR  

double gimp 

honeycomb bar  

    

D 

continuing the weave (bobbin) When 
a clothwork worker passes out from or 

back into the clothwork across a gimp 

without having twists between the 

clothwork and gimp. Instead the gimp 

passes through the pairs so as to 

continue the woven appearance of the 

clothwork. 
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fine joining (Point lace) A method of 
joining strips of lace to make a larger 

piece by LACING. These joins may be 

noticeable as irregularities looking like 

‘flaws’ passing through the ground and 

these joins frequently weaken, 

allowing the strips to part company 

along part or  all of the join. See also 

RACCROC STITCH, POINT GROUND 

VARIATION. 

five-pointed star (very fine Bucks) 
Motif with the gimp passing around 

five pins.       

five-stitch filling  (Regency Bucks)  
Filling frequently found in Regency 

Bucks. and other laces. 

five-stitch filling   

folded gimp   

folded gimp  (Regency Bucks) A 
double gimp frequently used in  

Regency Bucks and indicated by a 

single line passing through the 

clothwork. 

five-pointed 

star  

fine joining  

    

E 

This will always be one less than the 

original number of twists that were on 

the pair. 
 

engrêlure  See BEADING * 
 

extra pair (bobbin) (1) See ADDING 
PAIRS*,  (2) the pair lying on the gimp 

when CARRYING PAIRS ALONG A 

GIMP*, also called spare pair, surplus 

pair. See also MOVING PAIRS BETWEEN 

AREAS   

    

F 

French ground  See KAT STITCH 

edge pair (bobbin) (1) When referring 
to the footside, the pair on the very 

edge passing from one STITCH ABOUT 

THE PIN to the next. (b) When referring 

tot he headside, the outermost passive 

pair. 
 

effective twists (bobbin) The twists 
remaining after a gimp has been passed 

through a twisted pair by lifting the left 

thread of the pair and passing the gimp 

under it.  
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gimped beetle (Regency Bucks) See 
REGENCY BEETLE. 

 
gimped bud (very fine Bucks) a small 
area of clothwork surrounded by a 

gimp. Typically the pins are situated 

outside the gimp. 

gimped bud  

gimped 

picot bar  

gimped vein (Regency Bucks). See 

cloth and twist vein, honeycomb vein. 
 

gimped ring  (Regency Bucks) See  
REGENCY RING. 
 

girl guide knot See  REEF KNOT WITH 
TWO TURNS. 
 

grafting along a/the line  (Bucks 
Point) Starting or finishing an area of 

clothwork along a horizontal line by 

exchanging the workers with a passive 

pair at successive pins. 

grafting along 

a/the line   

    

G 

twists  twice  and works cloth stitch, 

twist twice with the passive pair before 

making the next picot.  

    

H 

gimped division (Regency Bucks) See 
GIMPED VEIN. 

 
gimped picot bar (black holey) with a 
minimum of a single gimp and two 

pairs the picot pair works cloth stitch 

twist twice with the passive pair. Then 

the gimp, with any pairs laid along it, 

is bound on by passing the gimp 

through the PICOT PAIR which twists 

twice and then the gimp passes back 

through the  picot pair.   The picot  pair  

half stitch spider (bobbin) TWIST the 
pairs making the legs of the spider (no 

set number of twists but approximately 

the number of pairs entering per side). 

HALF STITCH the pairs from one side 

across those of the other, set a pin in 

the centre and half stitch the pairs 

back., TWIST each pair as before. See 

also SPIDER* half stitch spider  
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Honeycomb 

and pin chain 

filling 

 

key () - pin 

chain honeycomb vein (Regency) A vein 
made as a series of honeycomb 

stitches. See also CLOTH AND TWIST 

VEIN.  

honeycomb 

vein   

interference  The effect caused by two 
grounds or fillings when one piece of 

lace overlays another. The combined 

effect can be pleasant or otherwise. 
 

international colour code (bobbin) 
An universally recognised system for 

colouring pattern guidelines. Each col-

our specifying the technique to be 

used. 

yellow    - a single thread,  

                 e.g. a  gimp or  tally 

green      - half stitch CT) 

purple     - cloth stitch (CTC) 

red          - cloth and twist (CTCT) 

blue/brown - plait (CTCTCTCT etc.) 

a   circle    surrounding   a   headpin 

indicates a picot, 

    

I 

a circle surrounding a pin within the 

body of the lace indicates a 

honeycomb stitch, 

a single slash across a line indicates 

an added twist, two slashes two 

added twists etc. 

The International Convention allows 

plaits to be made to any length.   
 

inward curving fan (bobbin) A fan  
that has the outer edge curving inwards 

instead of outwards. See also SIMPLE 

FAN. 

inward curving fan  

a   modified honeycomb stitch   b  

head A single section of a REPEATING 
PATTERN*. See also  HEAD (BOBBIN)*, 

HEAD (TATTING)*, SCROLL. 

 

honeycomb and pin chain filling   
Unsuitable for Geometrical Bucks. 

Also called pin-chain filling  

 it is modified to prevent it from being 

stretched i.e. cloth stitch, twist twice, 

pin, half stitch, twist (figure a) or cloth 

stitch, twist twice, pin, cloth stitch, 

twist twice (figure b). 

honeycomb bar See PIN-CHAIN BAR. 

honeycomb stitch (modified) (Bucks 
Point) When a pair from a honeycomb 

stitch crosses the gimp to work a stitch 

requiring a stronger tension, as in when 

working cloth stitch and  the footside,  
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laying pairs along/on a gimp 
(bobbin) See CARRYING PAIRS ALONG/

ON A GIMP*. 

lacing 

lacing (Bucks Point) The process of 
connecting the two pieces using two 

needles when FINE JOINING.  See also 

RACCROC STITCH 

    

L 

modified point ground stitch (Bucks 
Point) See POINT GROUND STITCH 

(MODIFIED). 

 

moving pairs between areas  (Bucks 
Point) SURPLUS PAIRS may be present 

when an area has been completed, and 

these may pass across the gimp to start 

or fill an adjacent area or be laid on the 

gimp until needed. See CARRYING 

PAIRS ALONG A GIMP*. 

 
moving pins See ADJUSTING PINS. 

N 

    

M 

long loop  (Bucks Point) Some modern 
designs have gimps that dip down 

below the working line, i.e. there is a 

stitch in the next row, around which 

the gimp must pass before the current 

row can progress. This modern  

technique  was developed to  negotiate 

situations that, because they slow 

progress, would have been avoided by 

the lace workers. 
 

loop edge (Bucks Point) The edges of 
two pieces of lace to be joined  by FINE 

JOINING or RACCROC STITCH.  
 

loop pin (Bucks Point) Pin supporting 
a loop of a LOOP EDGE. 

non-reversing corner (design) A 
corner where a one-way design has 

been adapted so that it does not 

MIRROR across the corner and the 

following  side is worked in  the  same  

direction, i.e. it does not turn ‘upside 

down’. Non-reversing corners are not 

symmetrical. See also REVERSING 

CORNER. 

mirroring (design) Flipping a design 
through 45º to produce a corner or ver-

tically through 180º to produce a SIDE 

REVERSE OR symmetrical design fea-

ture as it would appear in a mirror 

placed across the design 
 

modified honeycomb stitch (Bucks 
Point) See HONEYCOMB STITCH 

(MODIFIED).   See also SIMULATED 

HONEYCOMB STITCH. 
 

modified point ground (Bucks Point)  
See POINT GROUND (MODIFIED). 
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nook pin (Bucks Point) See NOOK 
PIN*. Also see BACK STITCHING THE 

NOOK PIN, NOOK PIN WORKED TWICE. 

 

nook pin worked twice (Bucks Point) 
Work down the  first side,  work  the  

nook pin and take the gimp around the 

tip of the second  part as normal. Then 

work the second part until these 

workers make a cloth stitch  with  the  

original  workers  that are currently 

supported by the nook pin, Removing 

the nook pin and pushing the gimp up 

out of the way before replacing the pin 

under the stitch,   reusing  the  hole  in   

nook pin worked 

twice  

pairs laid across (bobbin) See 

SETTING IN TO WORK IN TWO 

DIRECTIONS. 

 
picot pin The pin around which a 
PICOT is made. 

 
pin-chain (Bucks Point) A series of 
honeycomb stitches made using the 

same two pairs,  i.e. (1) half stitch, 

twist, pin, half stitch, twist, pin half 

stitch, twist (figure a. (2) two complete 

honeycomb stitches, i.e. half stitch, 

twist, pin, half stitch, twist, half stitch, 

twist, pin, half stitch, twist figure b). 

See also PIN CHAIN BAR 

pin-chain, South 

Bucks version  

pin-chain, North 

Bucks & 

Northants.  

version  

    

P 

the nook. Twist the pairs, cover the pin 

and continue in the preferred    

direction. After a few rows remove the 

nook pin, push the threads up and 

replace in its original hole. After a few 

rows remove the nook pin, push the 

threads up and replace in its original 

hole. 

    

O 

one-way design (design) One that has 
asymmetrical repeats resulting in a  

definite direction. Sometimes these are  

better worked in one direction than the 

other and require NON-REVERSING 

CORNERS.  

pin-chain bar (Bucks Point) PIN-
CHAIN refers to two or more 

HONEYCOMB STITCHES made using the 

same two pairs.  Sets of more than two 

pins may also be called pin-chain bars 

and honeycomb bars. 
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pin-chain bars 

pin chain filling  (Bucks Point)   See 
HONEYCOMB AND PIN CHAIN FILLING. 

 

plioir Device for wrapping yardage 
lace around as it is being made and so 

keep it tidy when working. The French 

one was 15 cm long and four times 

round was 120cm = one aune, a 

Napoleonic unit of measure. 

 

point ground variation (Bucks Point) 
A variation of point ground that was 

sometimes used when lace was made 

in strips and joined using FINE JOINING  

point 

ground 

variation 

raccroc stitch (point lace) A method 
for joining two strips of lace using a 

single sewing needle and thread. See 

also FINE JOINING, LACING, POINT 

GROUND VARIATION. 

raccroc 

stitch   

point ground stitch (modified) 
(Bucks Point) POINT GROUND* worked 

adjacent to a gimp may look messy 

and traditionally the standard stitches 

may be replaced by modified stitches 

worked - 

cloth stitch, twist three times  

point ground 

stitch (modified) 

    

R 

Regency  beetle (Regency Point) ) An 
oval of clothwork with a GIMPED VEIN. 

See also CLOTH AND TWIST VEIN  and 

HONEYCOMB VEIN.  

or RACCROC STITCH, worked half 

stitch, twist, pin (cross, twist, twist, 

pin).  

reef knot with two turns (general) A 
reef knot with first half of the knot 

having  the  right  hand  thread  twisted   

reef knot with two turns  

twice round the left hand thread; the 

second half worked normally. This 

increases the  hold of the first half 

while the second half is being made. 

Also called girl guide knot. See also 

REEF KNOT*. 
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Regency headside  

Regency  beetle  

(One of many 

possible 

variations) 

scroll (design) A shape with a 
bulbous end called the head that turns 

direction into a narrower part called 

the stem. The technique for 

accomplishing the transition from 

head to stem, or vice versa, depends 

on the style of lace. 

    

S 

scroll 

Regency ring (Regency Bucks) A 
roughly circular space within 

clothwork surrounded by a gimp. The 

number of pins varies and the stitches 

may be HONEYCOMB STITCH*, cloth, 

twist twice, pin cloth stitch twist 

twice, or as WINKIE PINS*  See also 

CLOSED REGENCY RING. 

reversing corner (design) A corner 
where a one-way design mirrors across 

the corner resulting in the following 

side being worked in the opposite 

direction, i.e. upside down. See also 

NON-REVERSING  CORNER ,  SIDE 

REVERSE. 
 

ring (bobbin) See HONEYCOMB RING*, 
REGENCY RING. 
 

rim (Bucks Point) The continuous line 
of honeycomb stitches around the edge 

of an area of honeycomb ground. 

Regency ring  

(four of many possible variations) 

Regency Bucks (Bucks Point) A form 
of Floral Bucks that does not have a 

gimp outlining the clothwork, instead 

the gimp outlines spaces within the 

clothwork or travels down within the 

clothwork. See also REGENCY BEETLE, 

REGENCY HEADSIDE, REGENCY RING 

and FOLDED GIMP. 
 

Regency headside (Regency Bucks)  
There is usually a  picot edge with a 

single twisted pair of passives having 

be two or three twists between the 

edge passives and the clothwork and 

two or three twists on the edge pair 

between the picots. SURPLUS PAIRS are 

not STACKED, instead they are CARRIED 

ALONG THE GIMP. 
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setting in to work in two directions  

single gimp 

honeycomb bar  

Six-pointed star (very fine Bucks 
Point) The one six points are regular 

with the ground and all stitches are 

cloth stitches.  There are no twists 

between the stitches and the gimp. 

six-pointed star 

spare pair (bobbin) See EXTRA PAIR 
(2). 
 

spiders (bobbin) SPIDERS* were 
traditionally used in Bucks Point 

patterns.  
 

stack(ed)/stacking (Bucks Point) 
When lace has a curved or Vandyked 

edge, the width of the lace, excluding 

the headside, varies from the widest 

point of the outside of the curve to the 

lowest point of the dip between curves 

and therefore fewer pairs will be 

needed as the lace narrows. These 

extra pairs are stacked by taking each  

pair crossing the gimp into the 

headside   and   through  the    headside  

 spacing pin 
(bobbin) See support pin* also called 

prop, spacing pin, and spacer. 
 

Spanish fan variation (bobbin) A 
Spanish fan in which the workers do 

not pass down through the centre of 

the fan. See also SPANISH FAN*. 

Spanish fan 

variation  

setting in to work in two directions 
(bobbin)  Two or more pairs are 

attached to a pin at the side of the work 

so that the loops attaching the pairs 

disappear without leaving knots when 

the pin is removed. One bobbin from 

each of these pairs is used to form a 

new ‘pair’ to become passives working 

in one direction through at least three 

stitches. The support pin may then be 

removed and the bobbins sorted into 

their new ‘pairs’ to work in the 

opposite direction. Also called adding 

in pairs to work in two directions, 

laying pairs across and pairs laid 

across. 

 

side reverse (design) When a ONE WAY 
CORNER is turned by MIRRORING  

across the diagonal through the corner 

the following side will have to be 

worked ‘upside down’. To return the 

pattern so that it can be worked in its 

original direction it must be reversed 

by mirroring again (the side reverse), 

usually half way down the second side. 

NON-REVERSING CORNER, REVERSING 

CORNER. 
 

single gimp honeycomb bar (black 
holey)  A honeycomb bar having a 

single gimp with honeycomb stitches 

on either side. See also DOUBLE GIMP 

HONEYCOMB BAR. 
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surplus pairs (bobbin) See EXTRA 
PAIR. See also CARRYING PAIRS ALONG 

A GIMP, MOVING PAIRS BETWEEN 

AREAS. 

stay (black holey) The pair across the 
corner of a large honeycomb ring that 

supports the corner of the ring and 

facilitates the movement of bobbins 

from one side of the ring to the other.  

very fine Bucks (bobbin) The form of 
Bucks Point with a very fine grid 

resulting in the majority of the pins 

being  outside the  gimp,  and  the  few  

    

T 

twists around the pin (bobbin) The 
twists made on a pair when it passes 

round a pin between one row and the 

next. 

two-twist ground (Bucks Point) (1) 
See POINT GROUND VARIATION, (2) See 

TWO-TWIST BOBBINET* also called 

two-twist net. 

    

V 

that are used within the gimps are 

mostly in the loops where gimps 

double back on themselves. 

stitch in the nook (This is only one of 

several possible scenarios) 

stack 

passives to make a picot and return 

through two or three pairs to become 

another pair of headside passives. 

stay  

straight (edged) fan (bobbin) A fan  
that has a straight outer edge instead of 

the usual curve. See also SIMPLE FAN. 

straight (edged) 

fan  

with a passive or another worker, 

making cloth stitch, two twists, cloth 

stitch,  twist two or three times.  

stem (bobbin) See HONEYCOMB 
STEM*, SCROLL. 
 

stitch in the nook  (Bucks Point) The 
nook pin is worked with two pairs at 

the pin in the ‘nook’, usually a worker  
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NOTES 


